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Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan warned in her dissent against removing the authority
from the EPA to regulate power plants, she wrote: “If the current rate of emissions
continues, children born this year could live to see parts of the Eastern seaboard
swallowed by the ocean.” A critic pointed out that in 1986, the EPA predicted that
Florida would be two feet under water by 2020. Leftists Barack and Michelle Obama own
homes in Hawaii and Martha’s Vineyard, illustrating that they don’t believe the global
warming hoax. Climate regulations are used for political control rather than helping the
environment.
Following SCOTUS’ recent decision, Democrat Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
(AOC) suggested getting rid of the Supreme Court. She promotes the Green New Deal and
claimed in 2019 that “Climate change is here + we’ve got a deadline: 12 years left to
cut emissions in half.”

Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan warned parts of the East Coast could be “swallowed by
the ocean” in a dissenting Supreme Court opinion in an environmental regulation case
Thursday.

“If the current rate of emissions continues, children born this year could live to see
parts of the Eastern seaboard swallowed by the ocean,” Kagan wrote in her dissent.

Justices Stephen Breyer and Sonia Sotomayor joined Kagan’s dissent in the 6-3 case.

“Today, the Court strips the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of the power Congress
gave it to respond to ‘the most pressing environmental challenge of our time,'” Kagan
wrote.

SUPREME COURT DEALS BIDEN CLIMATE AGENDA SERIOUS BLOW WITH EPA DECISION
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Kagan said the dangers of rising temperatures and, as a result, devastating
environmental effects, including, “Rising waters, scorching heat, and other severe
weather conditions [that] could force ‘mass migration events[,] political crises, civil
unrest,’ and even state failure.'”

Kagan elaborated that the Earth was “now warmer than any time” in modern history,
highlighting the importance of scientific research on carbon dioxide contributing to
global warming. She also wrote global warming could be the cause of “4.6 million excess
yearly deaths.”

Read full article here…
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